Recycled Rubber, Flexible, Porous
Unitary Paving System

A sustainable alternative designed to enhance a multitude of paving and construction challenges related to sidewalk and pavement infrastructure.

**Recommended use for:** Cracked or new sidewalks, tree surrounds, trails, walkways, tracks, driveways, parking lots, rooftops, erosion control, under layment, embankment stabilization

---

**Sidewalks**  **Treewells**  **Softwalks**

**Tree Care**  **Training Tracks**  **Urban Trails**

Standard color options are Black, although creativity is only limited by the imagination of the user.

*These freeze/thaw friendly, LEED rated, resilient, slip resistant systems, reduce impact and storm water runoff as well as utilize high volumes of waste tires which are diverted from landfills.*

---

**Call us toll free!**
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